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ALUMINIUM BOATS FROM SMÅLAND

boats. Despite its availability, aluminium, unlike plastics, has its own

LINDER ORIGINAL. The small boat industry is rather tiny – even when

“cycle”. Without losing its unique properties, it is fully recyclable.

considered globally. Nonetheless, or perhaps exactly for this reason,

Linder’s products rest on, and spring from, a rather robust

The aluminium alloy we use is strong yet light. Our boats and

it is important that we follow in the footsteps of our industrial giants.

philosophy shaped by generations of thrifty, down-to-earth people.

canoes tolerate hard use and robust landings. There is no patching

Tools, ball bearings, vehicles, beacons and so on are all major

We produce intelligently with little waste. A “trend” that has been a

and mending with aggressive chemicals. Linder boats and canoes are

Swedish products that are founded on concepts such as quality. Thus,

centuries-old way of life in the region where we work. Furthermore, we

cleaned using a sponge and water, possibly a little soap too. You

we see “Made in Sweden” as an argument for choosing a craft made

make our boats and canoes from a material that can be recycled time

need do nothing more.

by Linder.

after time – aluminium.

We have noted how other countries are offering all sorts of cheap
RECYCLABLE PRODUCTS. It has long been held that a product’s best

products, sometimes poor copies. Aluminium boats and canoes are

A FREER LIFE. Linder’s contribution is to make products that free your

environmental argument is its durability. A Linder boat or a Linder

included therein. The quality of these products is far from consistent.

time, energy and financial resources! For example, we feel that a boat

canoe, an Inkas, has a long service life. We do not know exactly how

When you choose a Linder original, you also choose durability. You

should be easy to row and stable. We also feel that movement should be

long. Our aluminium products have, so far, been around for “only”

are making a better long-term investment.

just as easy when you fasten a motor to the stern. That is why our boats

38 years!

are light and thus require less energy for propulsion.

actually get more speed with less horsepower! Aluminium’s unique

Our company is already certified in accordance with future re-

properties guarantee this. On top of that, perhaps many of us who still

quirements in respect of producers’ liability. Our products are

STABLE, SEAWORTHY AND SAFE. A Linder boat is safe. We have

want the lake and sea experience feel it is now only natural to go for a

almost 100 percent recyclable. Furthermore, recycled materials

documents proving this. We know that our products are well-proven

craft that is one or two sizes smaller. There is otherwise the risk that

already today account for at least 50 percent of what goes into

and appreciated for their stable and safe design. The materials, in

large, expensive and covered boats will remain in the harbour.

making a Linder boat.

combination with cleverly designed hulls, have given us several “best
in class” awards.

Our ranges include boats driven by motors from 2.5 hp to 100 hp –

Linder is one of the few small boat manufacturers using buoyancy

speeds from a few knots to a full 38. No matter what your needs, we can

bodies made of polyethylene foam. This thermoplastic can be

meet them with slightly smaller motors.

recycled or, for the purposes of energy recovery, freely burnt with no

A NATURAL CHOICE. Today, we make boats (in two different classes)

toxic gases being given off.

and canoes. Our rowboats and canoes have much in common. They

THE WORLD’S MOST COMMON METAL. Aluminium is the most common

Is it business madness to build, like Linder, products that may last a

are extremely seaworthy yet light – products that draw you to the

metal in the Earth’s crust. Its very availability has made it popular

full generation? We do not think so. Quality and recycling benefit more

tranquillity of still and flowing waters. Well, with a Linder boat, you

for many uses. Everything from foodstuffs packaging to aircraft and

than Linder and Linder customers alone.
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ELECTRICAL PROPULSION
In 2019, around 80 percent of all the world’s energy will still be fossil-based
(coal, gas and oil). Fortunately, combustion engines are now efficient and
exhaust fumes are cleaned.
However, electric motors are even more efficient. Indeed, they are a
“revolutionary innovation” that was launched before the combustion
engine. The first car was electric. Nonetheless, well over 100 years ago,
history took development along a different path. Now, the “new revolution”
is here. We read about it almost every day. Reports not only of electric
vehicles and more powerful batteries, but also of new energy sources.
Linder is following this development. This is why we are offering ever more
options for those who want to power their boats virtually noiselessly.
SOLAR CELLS AND A SMALL, ELECTRIC MOTOR. A Linder boat weighs less
than its plastic equivalents. Thus, its propulsion requires less power.
Our Fishing 410 and 440 are ideal partners for those seeking quietness
and “undisturbed nature” while also taking ecological boating to the
next level.
A battery, an electric motor and a day on the waves. Add our solar
panel and you will recharge efficiently throughout daylight hours.
MORE ELECTRICITY, HIGHER SPEED. If you want to move faster and on
larger waters, check our Sportsman 445 Max and battery pack on
page 27. If you are looking for a purely electrical power pack, do not
hesitate to visit www.linder.se and read about the options we have
to offer
10 LINDER | 2019
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LINDER – TOGETHER WITH YOU
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ARKIP 530 BR
Linder is expanding its ranges. Quite literally! Arkip 530 BR is a full 214
cm wide. It is also 530 cm long (576 cm with a bathing platform) and,
consequently, a large boat with room for up to 6 people. A boat that is
ideal for long sea trips.
Linder’s hallmark design (a “form-stretched” hull) gives the
Arkip 530 BR harmonious lines and, besides stable and wellbalanced handling, striking beauty.
Arkip 530 BR has a low planing threshold and is exquisitely
well-balanced, even at high speeds. With a 100-hp motor (which is
more than other models in this size class are approved for), you can
reach up to 38 knots.
Use your Arkip 530 BR for fishing trips, as a workhorse or for
sheer fun.
14 LINDER | 2019
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214 cm
530 cm
576 cm with bathing platform

ARKIP 530 BR
The slender shape and 16° hull angle ensure a low planing

to-grip grab rails, substantial bathing platforms with

threshold. This promises speed. With a 100-hp motor, you

integrated ladder and anchor lockers are just some

can reach up to 38 knots.

examples. Can be equipped with seat pads in the bow, ski

As standard, the Arkip 530 BR* is richly equipped.

pylon and fishing deck.

Double console with door, gas-sprung flip-up comfort seats

Like all Linder boats, the Arkip 530 BR is very safe.

(vertically and laterally adjustable), foldaway cover with

Buoyancy in hull sides, a self-bailer and, obviously enough,

box, stern seat pads with backrests, hydraulic steering

a 2.7 mm aluminium hull give you a feeling of security, even

(from the comfortable wheel), 9-inch GPS/sonar (Garmin

if you happen to run aground.

922xs incl. DownVü transducer and transducer mount), fixed
fuel tank (67 l), space for removable tanks, self-bailer,
automatic bilge pump, flexible layout (removable stowage
compartments in stern and bow), integrated step, easy-

Made in high-quality corrosion-resistant aluminium similar
to that used in aircraft.
Approved by Det Norske Veritas and Securmark* security
marked. Art. no. 530000

Our boats are approved by Det Norske Veritas, www.dnvgl.com
* Securmark offers Scandinavia’s most complete system for boat marking. Boats are marked with small microdots that contain
an ID number. They are located at several places in the boat [www.securmark.se]. All costs for registering this security marking
are paid by Linder. All you have to do is register your boat (over the internet or using the form that comes with the boat).
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* BR stands for bow rider, a motor boat with a windscreen to protect people riding in the open bow. As regards hull shape, bow riders are most often day cruisers or hard tops.
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From early morning to late evening, we
spent a busy day with an undisputed
star of the sports fishing world, Claes
Claesson. He is, perhaps, better known
as “Svartzonker”. Yet, however he is
known, he chooses Linder!

SVARTZONKER CHOOSES ARKIP 460
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CLASS WINNER
With an Arkip 460, you are ready for anything. Open seas, sheltered
coasts, jetties, lakes, near, far – go wherever fancy takes you. Just like
all our boats, an Arkip 460 is easy to get to the waters of your choice.
Its robustness aids launching.
An Arkip is ideal for sports, fishing, simply getting around or
powering your voyages of discovery. Like all our boats, it is almost
completely recyclable and satisfies future requirements in respect of
producers’ liability.
Praised for its seaworthiness, Arkip 460 demands something of you
– a little seamanship. Use a 50-hp motor and you can reach 33 knots!
20 LINDER | 2019
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185 cm
460 cm

ARKIP 460
This solid, planing boat offers incredible stability on lakes.

bathing ladder, automatic bilge pump, 150 cm rod box,

Features include a console, a Garmin GPS/sonar with a 7-inch

navigation lighting (LEDs in the bow) and ample passenger

screen (9-inch screen as an option), room for flush mounted

and stowage space. Can be equipped with a sun/fishing

controls and a bow deck with stowage space. Ideal for a large

deck in the bow and seat pads in the stern. Made in high-

number of free time activities such as waterskiing and sea

quality corrosion-resistant aluminium similar to that used in

and lake fishing. Arkip 460 is also an excellent transport boat

aircraft.

and is easy to trailer.

Approved by Det Norske Veritas and also Securmark*

For motors up to 50 hp. Equipped with steering console,

security marked.

a sturdy toe rail, easy-grip grabs, aluminium floor plate,

Art. no. 460000

Our boats are approved by Det Norske Veritas, www.dnvgl.com
* Securmark offers Scandinavia’s most complete system for boat marking. Boats are marked with small microdots that contain
an ID number. They are located at several places in the boat [www.securmark.se]. All costs for registering this security marking
are paid by Linder. All you have to do is register your boat (over the internet or using the form that comes with the boat).
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THE VERSATILE PLEASURE BOAT
A Linder gives you time. This applies not least to the Sportsman
445 Max. Although slightly smaller than the 460, it is just as seaworthy. It is a versatile boat that, without compromise, meets many
needs – fishing trips, water sports or, perhaps, just socialising
with friends. However you choose to use your 445 Max, it is a fully
equipped driving machine. A boat that, besides giving many years
of pleasure, is typical of how we respond to what our customers
have asked of us.
The material is robust. It is also maintenance-free. Just as with
all Linder boats, you can concentrate on using and enjoying. There
are no hours wasted with fillers and chemicals.
The 445 Max is available with a pre-fitted motor from your Linder
retailer. As Linder is an independent manufacturer, you are free to
choose from several motors.
If you want to use a Linder boat as an out-and-out workhorse,
a little less luxury but even more utility, then there is the strippeddown version, the 445 Basic. Equip it for your needs!
24 LINDER | 2019
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175 cm
451 cm

SPORTSMAN 445 MAX
A planing, family boat suitable for sea and lake fishing as well

ELECTRIC DRIVE

as waterskiing. Easy to trailer. For motors up to 30 hp. Stowage

445 Max can also be equipped with a battery pack and, for

spaces in stern, middle seats and bow deck.

example, a 10.0 kW electric motor (equivalent to a 20-hp petrol

Equipped with: console with space for flush mounted 7-inch

engine). You will experience almost silent propulsion (75 dB

screen (9-inch screen as an option) and flush mounted controls;

at full power) and speed reserves of up to 17 knots. For further

aluminium floor plate; bathing ladder; and, automatic bilge pump.

details, visit www.linder.se.

445 Max also has an electrical system, easy-grip grabs and
stowage space in the bow deck. Made in high-quality corrosionresistant aluminium similar to that used in aircraft.

Approved by Det Norske Veritas and Securmark* security
marked.
Art. no. 445000M

Our boats are approved by Det Norske Veritas, www.dnvgl.com
* Securmark offers Scandinavia’s most complete system for boat marking. Boats are marked with small microdots that contain
an ID number. They are located at several places in the boat [www.securmark.se]. All costs for registering this security marking
are paid by Linder. All you have to do is register your boat (over the internet or using the form that comes with the boat).
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175 cm
451 cm

SPORTSMAN 445 BASIC
A planing, family boat suitable for day trips as well as sea

An environment-friendly choice of boat. Made in high-

and lake fishing. Easy to trailer. For motors up to 20 hp.

quality corrosion-resistant aluminium similar to that used

Stowage space in the stern and middle seats.

in aircraft.

Sportsman 445 Basic has aluminium floor plate, bathing
ladder and automatic bilge pump. 445 Basic comes with
aluminium oars.

Approved by Det Norske Veritas and Securmark* security
marked.
Art. no. 445000B

Our boats are approved by Det Norske Veritas, www.dnvgl.com
* Securmark offers Scandinavia’s most complete system for boat marking. Boats are marked with small microdots that contain
an ID number. They are located at several places in the boat [www.securmark.se]. All costs for registering this security marking
are paid by Linder. All you have to do is register your boat (over the internet or using the form that comes with the boat).
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FOR ALL WEATHERS
The 445 Catch was developed for sports fishers – and with sports
fishers. It is a purebred boat for enthusiasts. The motivation to put
all our experience into building the ultimate fishing boat came from
so many of our other boats already being used for fishing.
Fully equipped and fully finished, the 445 Catch is ready for all
weathers and situations. It is based on the same hull as the 445 Max.
Seaworthiness and easy propulsion are thus guaranteed. Add
the remote-controlled electric drive in the bow and you have full
command.
With a 445 Catch, all waters are within reach. At the same time,
you have a willing boat that responds to your moods and, even with
just a 30-hp motor, reaches the speeds you need for waterskiing and
wakeboarding. As with our other craft, the aluminium design means
many years of fuss-free boating freedom. Easy to trailer and offering
almost unequalled robustness, Catch facilitates the exploration of
new fishing waters.
30 LINDER | 2019
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175 cm
451 cm

SPORTSMAN 445 CATCH
A planing boat, at home on sea or lake. It is also a purebred

outlets; easy-grip toe rails with grabs; and, an electrical

sports fishing boat for, amongst other species, pike and pike-

system. Preconfigured for a remote-controlled electric drive

perch. Console with space for flush mounted 7-inch screen

unit in the bow (commanded via a separate control). A special

(9-inch screen as an option) and flush mounted controls. The

electric drive mount has been developed for the stern.

boat has a generous fishing platform in the bow and useful

Features include a fishing lure holder and a fixed “yardstick”

areas in the stern. Can be equipped with two collapsible fishing

for measuring fish. Made in high-quality corrosion-resistant

chairs and a mat (accessories). The chair mounts are standard.

aluminium similar to that used in aircraft.

445 Catch comes equipped with: a fishing rod box (also
serves as a step); ample stowage space (e.g. for batteries,
fishing equipment, fuel, etc.); bow and stern floor plates; a
rescue ladder; an automatic bilge pump; several power

For motors up to 30 hp.
Approved by Det Norske Veritas. Securmark* security
marked.
Art. no. 445000C

Our boats are approved by Det Norske Veritas, www.dnvgl.com
* Securmark offers Scandinavia’s most complete system for boat marking. Boats are marked with small microdots that contain
an ID number. They are located at several places in the boat [www.securmark.se]. All costs for registering this security marking
are paid by Linder. All you have to do is register your boat (over the internet or using the form that comes with the boat).
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COMPACT SPEED
The Sportsman 400 is possibly our most versatile boat. As the
competition in this “family” is extremely fierce, this is quite a statement.
Despite the compact format, the Sportsman 400 is still a planing
boat for 4 people. Throughout the years, it has been appreciated
by young, old, enthusiasts, families and keen sports fishers alike. It
gets you to places that are outside the reach of other boats. You can
speed out into sheltered archipelagos or creep along experiencing
nature to the full in shallows and narrow channels. The strength of
the material means you can go where plastic boats have to give up.
Take the Sportsman 400 along on fishing trips and pleasure
outings. The hull ensures stable progress and, even with a small
motor, high speeds. It is one of the few boats in its size class that
manages water sports with just a 20-hp power unit.
34 LINDER | 2019
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164 cm
401 cm

SPORTSMAN 400
A planing, family boat for lakes, skerries and coastal waters.

Made in high-quality corrosion-resistant aluminium similar to

Suitable uses include fishing. With a steering console, the

that used in aircraft.

Sportsman 400 is also appropriate for waterskiing (lighter
people). Easy to trailer. For motors up to 20 hp. Stowage
space in the stern and middle seats. Steering console and
automatic bilge pump are just some of the optional extras. An
environment-friendly choice of boat.

Sportsman 400 comes with aluminium oars and a rescue
ladder.
Approved by Det Norske Veritas. Securmark* security
marked.
Art. no. 400000

Our boats are approved by Det Norske Veritas, www.dnvgl.com
* Securmark offers Scandinavia’s most complete system for boat marking. Boats are marked with small microdots that contain
an ID number. They are located at several places in the boat [www.securmark.se]. All costs for registering this security marking
are paid by Linder. All you have to do is register your boat (over the internet or using the form that comes with the boat).
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FOR HARD USE
The Sportsman 355 is a miracle of robustness. This particular model
is often subjected, perhaps a little unjustly, to heavy handling. It can
take it! With a Sportsman 355, you choose to give up a little speed
for even more rugged navigability.
We are often amazed by how this planing boat is used. A workhorse for many, a rescue boat, a birdwatching platform... Take it with
you. Use it. Load it, pack it, work it. Land where you want!
It is not unusual to see an early 355. A few dents and scratches
witness constant use. The shine has given way to a special patina.
We feel this is the best feedback possible!
An 8-hp motor gets you around easily. Nonetheless, the low weight
still guarantees a little wind in the hair, 19 knots goes a long way.
At the same time, Sportsman 355 is a good friend for quieter use on,
for example, inland waters – with oars, a motor, or both.
38 LINDER | 2019
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146 cm
355 cm

SPORTSMAN 355
A planing boat, as well as a workhorse, for lakes and large or
small rivers. Also suitable for young people. Easy to trailer.
For motors up to 8 hp. An environment-friendly choice of boat.
Thanks to its seaworthiness and manoeuvrability, the
Sportsman 355 can advantageously be used as a rescue boat.
Made from a single piece of high-quality corrosion-resistant

aluminium similar to that used in aircraft.
Sportsman 355 comes with aluminium oars and a rescue
ladder.
Approved by Det Norske Veritas and Securmark* security
marked.
Art. no. 355000

Our boats are approved by Det Norske Veritas, www.dnvgl.com
* Securmark offers Scandinavia’s most complete system for boat marking. Boats are marked with small microdots that contain
an ID number. They are located at several places in the boat [www.securmark.se]. All costs for registering this security marking
are paid by Linder. All you have to do is register your boat (over the internet or using the form that comes with the boat).
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LINDER – NATURE IN THE RAW
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TIMELESS DESIGN, LIFELONG USE
Quality is timeless. Few of our boats better encapsulate our
philosophy. Inspired by the classical wooden skiff, we created a
boat with a hull design that gives exceptional manoeuvrability
as well as safety. A boat for sheltered waters, up to 4 people and
effortlessly enjoying the experience of being on the water and at
one with nature.
As with all our models, a Fishing gives you the advantages of
aluminium. Using either oars or a small outboard, the low weight is
even more evident here.
A Linder boat satisfies future requirements in respect of
producers’ liability. Simply by being almost 100 percent recyclable,
Fishing is an environment-friendly choice. Further enhance this
by selecting a green power option, the Fishing 440 with a solar cell
unit and an electric drive. See www.linder.se for details.
44 LINDER | 2019
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164 cm
431 cm

FISHING 440
A light but stable “clinker-built” rowboat for the whole

SOLAR CELL PACK

family. Suitable for lakes, skerries and coastal waters. Pre-

Your Fishing 440 can advantageously be equipped with our

configured for small outboard motor or electric drive unit.

solar cell pack. This is easy to mount on either side of the

Stowage space in the stern and middle seats. Fishing 440

hull between stern and middle seats. The battery is most

has the market’s lowest petrol consumption – 0.11 litres per

easily mounted in the stern.

sea mile with one person at seven knots. An environmentfriendly choice of boat.

Simply add a 75 Ah leisure battery and the electric drive of
your choice.

Shaped and made in high-quality corrosion-resistant aluminium
similar to that used in aircraft.
Fishing 440 comes with aluminium oars and a rescue ladder.

Approved by Det Norske Veritas and Securmark* security
marked.
Art. no. 440000

Our boats are approved by Det Norske Veritas, www.dnvgl.com
* Securmark offers Scandinavia’s most complete system for boat marking. Boats are marked with small microdots that contain
an ID number. They are located at several places in the boat [www.securmark.se]. All costs for registering this security marking
are paid by Linder. All you have to do is register your boat (over the internet or using the form that comes with the boat).
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SIMPLICITY AND NATURALNESS
There are times in our lives when we are by ourselves, yet not alone.
And, yes, there are also boats for all occasions and situations.
Fishing 410 is especially appropriate for some of these. It is light.
You can handle it easily alone, both on water and while transporting
it around on land.
A touch smaller than the 440, it gives you still a little more
mobility, slightly easier propulsion and, perhaps, just as much
time to enjoy the experience. Few boats are as easy to own as the
Fishing 410. The closest competitors are in our own ranges. A 410
is the choice for calm waters, perhaps accompanied by someone
close to you. A 410 can be propelled by a small motor. Choose an
electric drive if you want to enjoy the silence!
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156 cm
403 cm

FISHING 410
A light “clinker-built” rowboat for lakes. A versatile boat for

quality corrosion-resistant aluminium similar to that used

those who move between lakes. Easy to trailer and simple for

in aircraft.

one person to launch and retrieve. The “clinker-built” design

Fishing 410 comes with aluminium oars and a rescue ladder.

makes the boat easy to row. Preconfigured for small outboard

Approved by Det Norske Veritas and Securmark* security

motor or electric drive.

marked.

An environment-friendly choice of boat. Made in high-

Art. no. 410000

Our boats are approved by Det Norske Veritas, www.dnvgl.com
* Securmark offers Scandinavia’s most complete system for boat marking. Boats are marked with small microdots that contain
an ID number. They are located at several places in the boat [www.securmark.se]. All costs for registering this security marking
are paid by Linder. All you have to do is register your boat (over the internet or using the form that comes with the boat).
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LINDER ORIGINAL ACCESSORIES
When you choose a Linder aluminium boat or an Inkas, you have made a selection
that you can use for a long time. You may, perhaps, start with one of our small boats
and then eventually move up a class. Whatever your choice of craft, there is Linder
Original, a vast range of the highest quality functional accessories to bring even more
pleasure to your ownership. A cover, a replacement for a lost bilge drain plug, motor
mounts, oars, paddles or why not a solar cell unit for a Fishing 440?
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RECOMMENDED MOTORS
ARKIP
530 BR

BOAT DATA

ARKIP
460

SPORTSMAN
445 CATCH

SPORTSMAN
445 MAX

SPORTSMAN
445 BASIC

SPORTSMAN
400

SPORTSMAN
355

FISHING
440

FISHING
410

ARKIP
530 BR

ARKIP
460

SPORTSMAN
445 CATCH

SPORTSMAN
445 MAX

SPORTSMAN
445 BASIC

SPORTSMAN
400

SPORTSMAN
355

FISHING
440***

FISHING
410

530 cm
(576 cm with bathing platform)

460 cm

451 cm

451 cm

451 cm

401 cm

355 cm

431 cm

403 cm

Electric drive
Yamaha M12

Full power

3 knots

3 knots

Reduced power approx 20-25%

2 knots

2 knots

Electric drive
Yamaha M26

Full power

4 knots

4 knots

WIDTH

214 cm

185 cm

175 cm

175 cm

175 cm

164 cm

146 cm

164 cm

156 cm

TOTALHEIGHT

178 cm

142 cm

140 cm

140 cm

73 cm

63 cm

54 cm

60 cm

63 cm

610 kg

292 kg

252 kg

227 kg

189 kg

125 kg

84 kg

94 kg

75 kg

LENGTH

Reduced power approx 20-25%

3 knots

3 knots

1 pers

1)

7 knots

8 knots, 4,800 rpm

WEIGHT

2 pers

6 knots

1)

5 knots, 4,900 rpm

MAX. WEIGHT WITH MOTOR

838 kg

475 kg

397 kg

372 kg

319 kg

271 kg*

157 kg

139 kg

97 kg

81 cm

58 cm

50 cm

50 cm

50 cm

47 cm

45 cm

50 cm

50 cm

2.5 hp
Electric drive
Torqeedo 1003

1)
1)

Full power

5 knots2)

FREEBOARD HEIGHT

Reduced power approx 20-25%

3 knots2)

4 hp
5 hp
6 hp
8 hp

INTERIOR HEIGHT

67 cm

60 cm

60 cm

60 cm

60 cm

60 cm

51 cm

54 cm

57 cm

9 knots, 5,100 rpm1)

HULL DEPTH

112 cm

80 cm

73 cm

73 cm

73 cm

63 cm

54 cm

60 cm

63 cm

2 pers

8 knots, 4,200 rpm1)

1 pers

HULL THICKNESS

11 knots, 5,500 rpm1)

2.7 mm

2.4 mm

2.0 mm

2.0 mm

2.0 mm

1.8 mm

1.7 mm

1.7 mm

1.7 mm

2 pers

8 knots, 5,400 rpm1)

16°

12°

9°

9°

9°

8°

2°

–

–

10-20 hp (7.4-14.7 kW)

6-10 hp (4.4-7.4 kW)
15-20 hp (11-14.7 kW)**

6-8 hp (4.4-5.9 kW)

2.5-5 hp (1.9-3.7 kW)

2.5-3.5 hp (1.9-2.6 kW)

1 pers

1 pers

17 knots, 5,600 rpm

15 knots, 5,700 rpm

REC. MOTOR

2 pers

13 knots, 5,200 rpm

11 knots, 5,300 rpm

1 pers

19 knots, 5,600 rpm

19 knots, 5,700 rpm

REC. TORQEEDO
ELECTRIC DRIVE

16 knots, 5,200 rpm

16 knots, 5,300 rpm

2 pers
10 hp
15 hp

1 pers

18 knots, 5,800 rpm1)

21 knots, 5,600 rpm

2 pers

15 knots, 5,450 rpm1)

18 knots, 5,400 rpm

1 pers

22 knots, 6,100 rpm1)

24 knots, 5,800 rpm3)

2 pers

19 knots, 5,600 rpm

22 knots, 5,700 rpm3)

Electric drive
Torqeedo 10.0

1 pers

17 knots2)

2 pers

15 knots

20 hp

1 pers
2 pers

25 hp
30 hp

40 hp
50 hp

19 knots, 5,500 rpm

23 knots, 5,700 rpm1)

1 pers

27 knots, 5,900 rpm

26 knots, 6,200 rpm

25 knots, 5,700 rpm1)

25 knots, 6,100 rpm

4 pers

25 knots, 6,000 rpm

2 pers

30 knots, 5,700 rpm1)

4 pers

28 knots, 5,300 rpm1)

2 pers

32 knots, 5,800 rpm1)

100 hp
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33 knots, 5,300 rpm

4 pers

32 knots, 5,300 rpm1)

2 pers

38 knots, 5,300 rpm

4 pers

35 knots, 5,300 rpm

STEERING CABLE
LENGTH

4.80 m
(hydraulic steering)

2.70 m

2.70 m

2.40 m

Side console 2,40 m
Mid console 3.30 m

MAX. LOAD

CE MARKED FOR
CATEGORY
MAX. SPEED
STANDARD EQUIPMENT

24 knots, 5,300 rpm

30 knots, 5,400 rpm1)

2 pers

Side console 1.80 m
Mid console 2.70 m

18 knots, 5,500 rpm

1)

1)

1.80 m

APPROVED BOW EYE

21 knots, 5,500 rpm1)
26 knots, 6,100 rpm1)

2.10 m

24 knots, 5,600 rpm

4 pers
2 pers

2.10 m

22 knots, 5,700 rpm

17 knots, 5,300 rpm

1)

Source ”Yamaha körfakta”,

1)

”Mercury körfakta” and

2)

”Torqeedo körfakta”.

3)

With steering console.

T ex Torqeedo Travel 1003
(1030 W)

4.80 m

20 knots, 5,500 rpm
25 knots, 5,950 rpm1)

T ex Torqeedo Cruise 10.0 R
(10.0 kW)
30 hp (22kW)

MAX. NO. PEOPLE

16 knots, 5,300 rpm

20-30 hp (14.7-22kW)

30 hp (22kW)

25 knots, 6,000 rpm3)

24 knots, 5,800 rpm1)

20-30 hp (14.7-22kW)

50 hp (37 kW)

24 knots, 6,100 rpm1)

2 pers

30-50 hp (22-37 kW)

100 hp (74 kW)

SHAFT LENGTH

3)

70-100 hp (51-74 kW)

CONTROL CABLE
LENGTH

MAX. MOTOR POWER

2)

4 pers

4 pers
80 hp

HULL ANGLE

20 hp (14.7 kW)

20 hp (14.7 kW)

8 hp (5.9 kW)

5 hp (3.7 kW)

3.9 hp (2.9 kW)

Long

Long

Long

Long

Long

Long

Short

Short

Short

675 kg

525 kg

465 kg

465 kg

484 kg

420 kg

320 kg

400 kg

300 kg

6

5

3

4

4

4

3

4

3

Insurance class 3

Insurance class 3

Insurance class 3

Insurance class 3

Insurance class 3

Insurance class 3

Insurance class 3

Insurance class 3

Insurance class 3

C – Inshore

C – Inshore

C – Inshore

C – Inshore

C – Inshore

D – Sheltered waters

D – Sheltered waters

D – Sheltered waters

D – Sheltered waters

2 persons, 100-hp motor
gives approx. 38 knots

2 persons, 50-hp motor
gives approx. 32 knots

2 persons, 30-hp motor
gives approx. 25 knop

1 person, 30-hp motor
gives approx. 26 knots

1 person, 20-hp motor
gives approx. 24 knots

1 person, 20-hp motor
gives approx. 25 knots

1 person, 8-hp motor
gives approx. 19 knots

1 person, 5-hp motor
gives approx. 11 knots

1 person, 2-hp motor
gives approx. 8 knots

Aluminium oars, rescue
ladder, rowlock, oar blade
holder, bilge drain plug,
Securmark security marking

Aluminium oars, rescue
ladder, rowlock, oar blade
holder, bilge drain plug,
Securmark security marking

Aluminium oars, rescue
ladder, rowlock, oar blade
holder, bilge drain plug,
Securmark security marking

9-inch GPS/sonar,
7-inch GPS/sonar, automatic
double console with door,
bilge pump, light, railing,
gas-sprung flip-up comfort
grab rails, bathing ladder,
seats (vertically and later- anti-slip aluminium flooring,
ally adjustable), fixed tank
bollard, sacrificial anode,
(67 l), hydraulic steering,
fire extinguisher,
self-bailer, integrated step,
bilge drain plug,
stern seat pads, foldaway Securmark security marking
cover with box, automatic
bilge pump, lights, rail, grab
rails, bathing ladder, bathing
platform, anti-slip aluminium
flooring, bollard, sacrificial
anode, fire extinguisher,
bilge drain plug,
Securmark security marking

*Incl. steering console and 20-hp motor.

Fishing lure holder, fishing
chair mount, bow fore deck,
railing, grab rail, automatic
bilge pump, rescue ladder,
rod holder, wide aluminium
flooring, bollard, sacrificial
anode, bilge drain plug,
Securmark security marking

**With steering console.

Bow fore deck, railing,
Aluminium oars, automatic
Aluminium oars, rescue
grab rails, automatic bilge bilge pump, bathing ladder, ladder, rowlock, oar blade
pump, bathing ladder,
aluminium flooring, rowlock,
holder, bilge drain plug,
wide aluminium flooring,
oar blade holder, sacrificial Securmark security marking
bollard, sacrificial anode,
anode, bilge drain plug,
bilge drain plug,
Securmark security marking
Securmark security marking

***Fishing 440 has the market’s lowest petrol consumption – 0.11 litres per sea mile with 1 person at 7 knots.
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INKAS
We recommend that you try canoeing. Few other pastimes in our stressful world get
you nearer to yourself – and to those you share the experience with. An Inkas is effortless propulsion, often in places that cannot be reached in any other way.
Made from a material with its own environment-friendly cycle, an Inkas canoe is the
wisest choice you can make for getting around the most sensitive of environments. Its
low weight and hull shape make navigation easy, even in narrow channels.
Since its launch in 1981, Inkas has been appreciated for its extreme robustness.
Dejected paddlers, their canoes unable to withstand the perils of flowing waters, are a
rarity nowadays. An Inkas can take it. And far more too!
An Inkas is seaworthy and unsinkable. Inkas canoes put you and the environment
in first place. An Inkas is versatile. Visit www.linder.se and discover the accessories,
Linder Original, that can increase both your comfort and the Inkas experience.
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All our canoes have two seats as standard. A maximum of two extra seats can be chosen as
options. The number of ribs can vary with model. See more at www.linder.se

INKAS 525

Inkas 525, bird’s-eye view

The only canoe approved for three people. From stable family-canoe to

adventure-canoe, Inkas 525 can be used on the sea and in rivers. Suitable as week-long
rental canoe with plenty of room for gear. Unsinkable. Three-year guarantee. Approved by
Det Norske Veritas. Paddles, canoe life jackets, canoe cart, motor mount, etc. available as
accessories. With an electric drive, and carrying one person, the 525 can reach speeds of
up to 4 knots. Art. no. 525000 with aluminium seats (the aluminium seats can be replaced
with wood seats – available as accessories).

INKAS 495

Just the right size for two people with plenty of gear. Suitable for

weekend trips and rental. Unsinkable. Three-year guarantee. Approved by Det Norske
Veritas. Paddles, canoe life jackets, canoe cart, etc. available as accessories. Art. no.
495000 with aluminium seats (the aluminium seats can be replaced with wood seats –
available as accessories).

INKAS 465 A light and versatile canoe for two people, lakes and rivers. Simple to load
onto a car roof. Unsinkable. Three-year guarantee. Approved by Det Norske Veritas. Highly
manoeuvrable. Perfect for private use, young people and daily rental. Paddles, canoe life
jackets, canoe cart, etc. available as accessories. Art. no. 465000 with aluminium seats (the
aluminium seats can be replaced with wood seats – available as accessories).

INKAS 465L

A light and versatile canoe for two people, lakes and rivers. Highly

manoeuvrable and perfect even for one person. Simple to load onto a car roof. Unsinkable.
Three-year guarantee. Approved by Det Norske Veritas. Suitable for private use. Paddles,
canoe life jackets, canoe cart, etc. available as accessories. Art. no. 465200 with aluminium
seats (the aluminium seats can be replaced with wood seats – available as accessories).
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LENGTH (cm)

WIDTH (cm)

WEIGHT (kg)

BOW/STERN HEIGHT (cm)

LOAD CAPACITY (kg)

MA. NO. PEOPLE

HULL THICKNESS (mm)

INKAS 525

525

90

38

35

400

3

1.25

INKAS 495

495

90

36

33

400

2

1.25

INKAS 465

465

85

33

33

340

2

1.25

INKAS 465L

465

85

28

33

340

2

1
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Linder Aluminiumbåtar AB

Kanotleden 5

SE-362 32 Tingsryd

Tel: +46 (0)477 190 00

E-mail: info@linder.se

www.linder.se
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Made in Sweden

